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OUR VISION AND MISSION
The EHF works to promote and protect human rights, and the rights of non-believers. We
work for the protection of minorities, the rights of bodily autonomy, and the right to believe
or not believe whatever a person wants. We believe in a future of co-existence with different
people of different backgrounds and worldviews. A world that is rooted in the values of
humanism: freedom, equality, solidarity and respect for human dignity.
Our mission is to change Europe through the use of public policies and the promotion of
human rights and tolerance.
We provide information, support and advocacy channels to our member organizations.
We provide support to European Humanist professionals who work in providing services for
non-believers such as education and non-confessional services.
Our work is structured on four strands:
European Union
As an official partner of the EU under Article 17 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the
European Union.
Council of Europe
With the participatory status at the Conference of INGOs.
OSCE
Through participation in the Human Dimension Implementation Meetings (ODIHR).
United Nations
With the consultative status at the Economic and Social Council of the UN.
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FOREWORD BY THE PRESIDENT
Dear friends,
The new annual report of our European Humanist Federation shows once again how diverse
humanist commitment is. Our member organisations stand up for humanist values all over
Europe, organise lectures and discussion evenings for the public, stand up for human rights,
influence the politics of their country, run social services and institutions, accompany people
through the crises of life and equally during the joyful events. Humanism is at the center of
society.
And that is very good. Because in these times of the pandemic with its many challenges, basic
humanist values are more necessary than ever. On the one hand, because humanity and
social solidarity are essential in times like these. On the other hand, because rational action
with a cool head and on the cutting edge of scientific knowledge is one of the most powerful
weapons to overcome this human crisis.
We are convinced: the humanistic foundation of values provides an excellent basis for the
good and prosperous development of our societies, and also for the realisation of a happy
and successful life.
I hope all readers enjoy reading this report.
Best regards,

Michael Bauer,
President
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OUR MEMBER ORGANISATIONS
Allianz vun Humanisten, Atheisten an
Agnostiker Lëtzebuerg
Asociația Umanistă Română
Associação República e Laicidade
Associazione Luca Coscioni per la libertà di
ricerca scientificai
Ateistisk Selskab
Atheist Union of Greece
Bund Freireligiöser Gemeinden Deutschlands
CAVA – Centrum voor Vrijzinnig
Humanistische Erfgoed (CVHE)
Center for Civil Courage
Central London Humanist Group
Conway Hall Ethical Society
Cyprus Humanist Association Dachverband
Freier Weltanschauungsgemeinschaften
(DFW) deMens.nu
ETHOS- Etika Tolerancia Humanizmus
Občianstvo Sekularizmus
Freidenker-Vereinigung der Schweiz FVS/
ASLP
Fundació Francesc Ferrer i Guàrdia
Fundacion Ferrer Guardia
Fundatia Centrul Pentru Constiinta Critica
Galha – LGBT Humanists
Giordano Bruno Stiftung
Good Sense
Human-Etisk Forbund
Humanismo Secular Portugal
Humanist Association of Ireland
Humanist Society Scotland
Humanist Union of Greece
Humanisterna
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Humanistisch Verbond
Humanistische Vereinigung
Humanistischer Verband Deutschlands
Humanistischer Verband Österreich
Humanistisk Samfund
Humanists UK
Inmedia[s]reslaica
La Ligue de l’Enseignement
Ligue de l’Enseignement
Malta Humanist Association
National Secular Society
North East Humanists
Polish Humanist Association
Polish Rationalist Association
Private: Associazione del Libero Pensiero
“Giordano Bruno”
Private: Centro Studi Piero Calamandrei
Private: Humanistisch Vrijzinnige Vereniging
Prometheus Society of Slovakia (Spoločnosť
Prometheus)
RIKZ.Z (Raad voor Inspectie & Kwaliteitszorg
niet-confessionele Zedenleer)
Romanian Secular-Humanist Association
(ASUR)
Russian Humanist Society
Sidmennt
South West London Humanists
Stichting HSHB
Suomen Humanistiliitto
Union des Familles Laïques
Union of Freethinkers of Finland
Union Rationaliste
Unione degli Atei e degli Agnostici
Razionalisti
Vapaa-ajattelijain liitto ry

OUR PARTNERS
Collaboration with other organisations is important to us, as the promotion of
Humanism does not just involve us, but many organisations. Together we are
stronger.
Humanist International
Civil Society Europe
European Parliament Platform for Secularism in Politics
European Parliamentary Forum on Population and Development
International Planned Parenthood Federation- European Network
ILGA- Europe
European Women’s Lobby
Catholics for Choice
Young Humanist International
Center for Inquiry
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EHF ACTIVITY
2020-2021 General Assembly

With the start of the coronavirus pandemic, the EHF, like many organisations, was forced to
host their events online. After being postponed in May 2020, the 2020 GA happened in two
parts, first through a Correspondence GA which took place from the 26th of October to the
4th of November, and second through a Zoom GA which took place on the 7th of November.
The new format was not perfect, nevertheless the GA ran relatively smoothly, and elected
both a new Board of Directors as well as voted in favor of Motion 4a. To read the minutes, as
well as any extra documents of the 2020 GA, please click here: https://humanistfederation.eu/
ehf-general-assembly-2020/
The 2021 GA took place online as well, and with the experience gathered from the 2020 GA,
there was no need to postpone the 2021 GA. The 2021 General Assembly took place in two
parts as well, with the Correspondence GA taking place between May 10th and May 26th, and
the Zoom GA taking place on May 29th. The assembly mainly discussed the transition, and
voted on finances. If you would like to know more about the 2021 GA or read the minutes you
can do so by clicking here: https://humanistfederation.eu/general-assembly-2021/

High level meeting on the European Way of Life

In February 2021 President Michael Bauer and Vice-President Lone Ree Milkaer took place in
a high-level meeting of the European Union. The meeting, which was hosted by Commission
Vice-President Margaritis Schinas and Parliament Vice-President Roberta Metsola discussed
Migration, Covid-19, and the European Way of Life. The meeting was part of the Article 17
consultations, in which the EHF often takes place. President Michael Bauer held a speech
where he brought to attention the special situation of atheist and LGBTI refugees, and
discussed the importance of secularity, human dignity, education, and science, for the
development of Europe. You can read more about this meeting, as well as the report on it by
the EU, by clicking here: https://humanistfederation.eu/high-level-meeting-on-the-europeanway-of-life/
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Meeting at OSCE

The EHF continued their work in
defending the rights of non-believers
in 2021. Our Vice-President, Lone
Ree Milkaer, spoke at the 3rd
Supplementary Human Dimension
Meeting at OSCE. There she made
a point to state the need to include
both the rights of believers and nonbelievers when discussing the rights
of religious organizations.
To read more about this, please click
here: https://humanistfederation.eu/ehf-at-the-osce/

Petition to defend our Humanist Way of Life

The defending of the Humanist Way of Life became even more necessary this year. The EHF
used their platform to call attention to the Polish nomination for the European Court of
Human Rights. The nominee was Aleksander Stępkowski, a lawyer and the founder of Ordo
Iuris, an extremist Catholic organisation, which has worked on fighting against the rights of
women and the LGBTQ community in Poland. The EHF called attention to this issue and
urged their followers to sign a petition to call out against this. With this effort the European
Court of Human Rights rejected the nomination.

Migration and Children Seminar

In 2021 the EHF continued their human rights advocacy, specifically in relation to the EU. For
this, the EHF took part in a seminar organised by the EU called “Migration and Children – The
situation of unaccompanied minors’’. At this seminar, our Vice-President Lone Ree Milkaer
gave a speech, which can be found here: https://humanistfederation.eu/migration-andchildren-the-situation-of-unaccompanied-minors/

Website activity

In 2021 the EHF hired a new person who is in charge of communication, and maintaining the
website and social media. The EHF is committed to update members as much as possible,
and keep them knowledgeable on humanism and human rights issues in Europe.
To read our articles you can visit our website or like us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.
com/European.Humanist.Federation/
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PROMOTING AND PROTECTING A
SECULAR EDUCATION
Remembering Samual Paty

In October 2020 French teacher Samual Paty was attacked and brutally murder in the street
for doing his job as a teacher. Paty had used cartoons from Charlie Hebdo in his classroom,
something a student had taken offense to. The murder shows how important, but also
dangerous, it is to protect and promote freedom of speech and thought in the classroom.

Holding religious schools accountable

Our member organisation the National Secular Society petitioned the government to hold
religious schools to account, after cases of creationism being taught as a science and several
other failings were found at religious schools. The government responded and at least one
school was at threat of deregistration.

Progress in educational
reform

The National Secular Society’s work on
calling for education reform in the Welsh
education system has shown progress.
The bill to reform education, specifically
the teaching of religion and belief and
sex education, has been recommended
to move to the next parliamentary stage.
However, the NSS also criticized the
plans to allow faith schools to continue teaching the new curriculum through a faith ethos,
and removing the rights of parents to withdraw their children could be a problem if schools
still teach these values through a religious lens. There is still more work to be done, and if you
would like to learn more about this you can do so by going to secularism.org.uk/rve-wales.

No room for religion in sex education

In April 2021, the Humanist Association of Ireland (HAI) condemned the launch of a new
sex education program which was drawn up by Catholic Bishops, to be taught in Irish statefunded primary schools. The aims of the program are to “provide a framework based on the
teachings of Jesus Christ and reflecting the dignity of each person created in the image and
likeness of God.” The programme will include the Church’s teaching that puberty is a gift
from God and marriage is between a man and a woman. The HAI has called on the Minister
for Education to accelerate the programme to divest schools from religious control and to
remove the privileged position of religion in all State-funded schools.
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Like HAI, Humanist UK exposed the problems with Catholic sex education, specifically the
resource “A Fertile Heart” The resource teaches that “man was created to be the initiator in
sexual relationships” and that women are passive “receiver-responders”. It also teaches that
the contraceptive pill is wrong and prevents women understanding “fertility and femininity”,
likens same-sex marriage to polygamy, and teachesthat same-sex couples must not marry
and should abstain from sex. In June, the UK Government blasted the resource highlighting
that its gender stereotypes could normalise non-consensual behaviour. This comes after
the victory won by Humanist UK in making relationship and sex education compulsory in
England and Wales. The new regulations, which came after fifty years of campaigning for this
reform, will come into force in England in September 2021, and Wales from September 2022,
and will apply to all state-funded schools.

No place for illegal religious schools

The national campaign to close down illegal faith schools, organised by Humanist UK, has
recently secured humanists members from the House of Lords to press the Government to
say when it will close illegal religious schools. A number of such schools are operating in
England by exploiting loopholes in the law.

A Humanist curriculum

Humanist UK had a victory when it came to Humanist education, as in April the Curriculum
and Assessment Act received royal assent in Wales, putting humanism on equal footing with
religions in Welsh schools. The new curriculum is expected in September 2022, and besides
changing the name of Religious Education to Religion, Values, and Ethics, it also clarifies that
humanists may sit on the bodies that oversee and develop local syllabuses.
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Human rights for high-school students

ASUR had their first online training for high school students on human rights. One lawyer and
two trainers conducted the course, which involved 32 teenagers from all over the country and
lasted six weeks. The students learned about their rights and responsibilities as well as how
they can use the law and public institutions to receive help for themselves and others. The
course covered issues such as bullying, abortion, and the right to education and work.
ASUR also launched their yearly science calendar. The calendar, which is handed out yearly,
went online for the first time this year. As schools remained closed, ASUR made it possible for
students to access the calendar online. Once schools opened up the calendar was handed
out in person to students, something that signaled the first transition to a normal time for
many. You can find the calendar online by clicking here: http://calendarstiintific.ro/
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Student living in a sustainable way

Our member organisation Humanistische Vereinigung recently completed the building
of their new dormitory WohnGut Max. WohnGut Max is the second dormitory run by
Humanistische Vereinigung. Its aim is to offer students a modern, sustainable and at the
same time familiar home away from home. WohnGut Max is a new building with a social
and green approach: plenty of nature in the courtyard, a planted community roof terrace,
balconies and a bicycle garage on the first floor. Planning and construction were also carried
out with a consistent focus on eco-balance and sustainability: The German Sustainable
Building Council (DGNB) monitors and documents its ecological construction.
More information: www.wohngut-max.de

Humanism on the university level

DeMens.nu officially started up an academic
postgraduate program focused on practical
humanism at the Free University of Brussels.
The degree focuses on all parts of working in
humanism, by training humanist professionals
and humanist newcomers in the practical and
ethical aspects of the Humanist movement.

Humanist students at risk

In cooperation with the DAAD, Humanistische Vereinigung’s talent promotion for students
has launched the initiative Humanist Students at Risk that helps endangered students to
pursue their studies in Germany. In many parts of the world students are deprived of their
fundamental right to education because of their humanist convictions. The program includes
students at risk in their home country as well as refugees or asylum seekers in an EU country.
It provides access to network meetings, participation in the mentoring program, a monthly
scholarship, insurances, travel allowance and a German language course.
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Humanist schools around the world

While the EHF is a European based organisation, the advocacy work for Humanism does not
stop within its borders. Plenty of member organisations do work for humanist organisations
outside of Europe as well. This includes our member organisation Bund Freireligiöser
Gemeinden Deutschlands (BFGD) which has helped Humanist schools in Uganda.

Erasmus

The Malta Humanist Association has participated in its first ever Erasmus+ project exchange.
MHA partnered with The Romanian Erasmus+ project “SCIENCIVICUS, Active citizenship
through science education” which was approved by the Romanian National Agency.
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DEFENDING NON-BELIEVERS
Work against blasphemy laws

Humanist UK’s aid to Humanist Society Scotland has led to the repeal of
the Scottish blasphemy law, making Northern Ireland the last part of the
UK that has a blasphemy law. But even there the movement to repeal it has
grown, with the Justice and Finance Ministers speaking out in favor of the
repeal campaign by Humanist UK. This is another victory of Humanist UK’s
End Blasphemy Laws campaign, which was started in 2015.
The NSS took part in lobbying for the release of Nigerian Humanist leader
Mubarak Bala. Bala was detained after being accused of blasphemy in April,
showing yet again the horrors that are caused by blasphemy laws in this
world. The NSS wrote to UK ministers and the Nigerian ambassador in the
UK, which aided in the Foreign Office of the UK taking up Bala’s case.

Tick no

The Humanist UK campaign that encouraged people to tick ‘No religion’ in the 2021 census
reached 12 million people, making it one of the most influential 2021 census campaigns.

Campaigns for non-believers

The NSS’s work on protecting non-believers around the world
continued, with three cases of women facing persecution for
their work against religious extremism. Maira Shahbaz was
forcefully converted and forced to marry her abductor, the NSS
wrote to the UK’s prime minister to secure her freedom, but she
has since been ordered to return to her abductor. Two more
cases were campaigned to the UK’s Foreign Office, with the NSS
urging the Foreign Office to take action. First is the case of
Nasibe Semsai, an Iranian women’s rights activist who protested against forced veiling, was
arrested in Turkey and faced deportation back to Iran. Second is that case of Zara Kay, an
ex-Muslim campaigner, who was arrested in Tanzania. This arrest was clearly motivated
politically, and showed the dangers of speaking out against religious institutions.
The BFGD worked on the protection of free religious groups, supporting free religious groups
in Kenia, and working towards equal protections for everyone, no matter what religious
background.
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Humanist shelter program

Humanist activists in many regions of the world are physically and psychologically threatened
because of their work for human rights and equality. In cooperation with the Institute
for Foreign Cultural Relations, Humanistische Vereinigung initiated the Humanist Shelter
Program that aims to host threatened activists in Nuremberg, Germany, for up to six months.
In addition to a shelter stay in Nuremberg, the sponsorship includes organizational and
administrative support, a monthly allowance including rental costs, as well as support with
health insurance and travel expenses.

Government advocacy

The Danish Humanist Society, or Humanistik Samfund, participated in two meetings in the
Danish committee for Freedom of Religion or Belief. These meetings were chaired by the
ministries of Development and International relations.
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A HUMANIST WAY OF LIFE
Humanist weddings

A milestone victory was won by Humanist couples with the support of Humanist UK. The
High Court there ruled that the marriage laws in England and Wales are discriminatory, as it
allowed for religious marriages but not Humanist marriages. The news was widely reported,
and has led to the UK government considering a review into the marriage law.

A Dignified End of Life

Humanist UK’ patron Dr. Henry Marsh called on parliamentarians for an urgent inquiry into
assisted dying laws in England and Wales. This call to action was supported by over 50 MPs
and peers, in a joint letter to the Justice Secretary, the group spoke in favor of this enquiry.
Humanist UK aided this by organising the campaign My Death, My Decision, which received
extensive new coverage, and received support from many parliamentarians.
Humanist UK also produced a new study on assisted dying laws around the world. The
study showed two predominant models of assisted dying internationally. The first was the
providing of assisted dying only to those who have six or fewer months to live, something
which is found in countries such as New Zealand and the USA. The second takes into account
terminal illness and incurabel suffering, something which is found in countries such as Spain,
Italy, and Belgium. To read more on this study, please scan the QR code to go to the Humanist
UK website. https://humanists.uk/wp-content/uploads/Humanists-UK-Mapping-AssistedDying-Laws-Around-The-World.pdf

Action for the Future

Humanist UK became a frontrunner on the humanist response to climate change issues by
officially launching the group Humanist Climate Action in May 2021. The volunteer-led group
of Humanist UK members and supporters take action together on climate change, the launch
itself was attended by 500 people.
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Parliamentary representation

The Danish Humanist Society hosted the yearly ceremony at the opening of the Danish
parliament. Chairperson Lone Ree Milkaer gave a speech at the event, which traditionally
happens on the first Tuesday of October

Information on Euthanasia

The Malta Humanist Association launched an information page and published a short
video on Euthanasia and assisted suicide. The campaign was created in collaboration with
LovinMalta, and emphasized the individual’s right of choice, and promoted discussion
and understanding. To view the information page and the video, please click here: https://
maltahumanist.org/assisted-dying/
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HUMAN RIGHTS ADVOCACY
Reproductive Rights in Europe

The NSS raised a case against Lloyds Pharmacy,of which a branch denied the morning-after
pill to a woman, citing religious reasons. Following the intervention, the pharmacy was told
by Britain’s pharmacy regulator, the General Pharmaceutical Council, that they must ensure
access to emergency contraception.
The NSS also called for measures allowing women to have early medical abortions at home,
which became important during the coronavirus pandemic. The call for this came in response
to a consultation on the future of policy in England, Wales, and Scotland, and the NSS added
their names to an open letter to health ministers regarding a similar issue as well.
Humanist UK had a victory in the case of abortion rights in Gibraltar. The UK territory, which
has one of the strictest abortion laws in Europe, voted in majority for removing the penalty
of life imprisonment for a woman seeking an abortion, and to make abortion possible up
to 12 weeks. The referendum came after the UK’s Supreme Court ruling regarding Northern
Ireland’s voting laws, in which Humanist UK was First Intervener, Gibraltar’s abortion law was
identical to Northern Ireland’s law.

Opposing Religious Hospitals
Humanist Association Ireland wrote to the Minister for Health regarding the new National
Maternity Hospital. The new hospital will be owned and controlled by a private charitable
entity, while being built with tax-payer money. The HAI called on the Minister for Health to
change this, and ensure that the hospital will be developed under full state ownership and
control.
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Ending Conversion Therapy

Humanist UK became part of the Coalition against Conversion Therapy, a coalition of leading
psychological, psychotherapeutic, and counselling organisations committed to ending the
harmful practice of conversion therapy. In July, the Government of the UK announced its
intention to bring about a ban on the practice, which was a restating of the commitment
made under the Theresa May government. Besides Humanist UK another member
organisation are the Northern Ireland Humanist, which became the first representative from
their country to be part of this coalition.
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ORGANISING FOR HUMANISM
A Coalition for institutions

Our member organisation Humanist UK established a coalition of charities, trade unions,
human rights bodies, and religion or belief groups, totaling over 220 organisations. The
coalition is believed to be the largest human rights coalition in UK history, and formed to
oppose the UK government’s determination to weaken the constitutional safeguards against
infringements of rights and arbitrary decision-making of these institutions.

Clothing Stores for Everyone

Humanistische Vereinigung has expanded its social and sustainable offer by taking over three
thrift shops, with a fourth one opening in October 2021. Besides the important ecological
component, the clothing stores for everyone are also neighborhood facilities and social
meeting places. In the stores, preserved clothes of all kinds, shoes, bed linen and curtains,
suitcases and bags, kitchen items, but also jewelry, CDs and books are accepted and resold.
By taking over the clothing stores, Humanistische Vereinigung emphasized its social as well
as ecological claim.

Raising Funds

The BFGD raised funds for the victims of flooding in Germany. The floods devastated many
towns in Germany, and the raising of funds shows a Humanist commitment to care for our
communities, and the people in it.

European Youth Days

The European Youth Days were organised again in 2021. The project, which first started in
2014, was started by DeMens.nu to unite Humanist youth from all over the continent in a
spirit of networking and community building.
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Seafarer’s Social Service Oldenburg (SSSO) / 50 Miles

In the beginning of 2021, Humanistische Vereinigung initiated the first humanist counseling
for sailors in Germany by founding the social institution Seafarer’s Social Service Oldenburg
(SSSO), that includes a meeting space, counseling center and coffee shop for sailors called 50
Miles. It addresses sailors of all or no faith(s) who prefer counseling through a non-religious
institution. At 50 Miles, those sailors have access to recreation rooms, retreat possibilities
and a “room of silence”, in which everyone can withdraw from their often harsh surroundings
according to their faith, worldview or religion. The legal basis for the SSSO is the International
Maritime Labor Convention, which has also been signed by the Federal Republic of
Germany and provides for the establishment of sailor’s welfare centers at all seaports. More
information: www.50miles.de

Disgusting Food Museum

In 2019, Humanistische Vereinigung opened its new museum in Berlin. The Disgusting Food
Museum run by philoscience gGmbH centers around over 90 extraordinary food exhibits from
around the world and on one basic human emotion: disgust. What is delicious for one person
can be repulsive for another. Because boundaries of taste are individual as well as cultural
boundaries, disgust connects different cultures. The Disgusting Food Museum displays these
boundaries of taste and invites its visitors to overcome them.
More information: www.disgustingfoodmuseum.berlin

Supporting non-religious people through the pandemic

Humanist UK took charge in the pandemic, mobilizing its 100,000 members and supporters
to volunteer with the NHS, mutual aid groups, and vaccination centeres, and to donate to
charities and food banks. The organisation also helped in the national memorial ceremony,
which was organized by NHS England to remember NHS workers who died during the
pandemic. Andrew Copson, Humanist UK Chief Executive, led the national memorial
ceremony.

Ramon Casha Fund

The Malta Humanist Association launched a fund to administer a
scholarship scheme, with the specific aim to promote female education and empowerment.
The fund is named after a pivotal figure in Maltese humanism and focuses specifically on
migrant women.
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RESOURCES AND PUBLICATIONS
Online course “So geht Humanismus!“

In 2020, Humanistische Vereinigung in collaboration with Humanist UK created a new sixweek online course dedicated to the world of humanism. The course explains the history,
values and beliefs of humanism. It also discusses existential questions like How do I know
what is right and what is wrong? and How do I give meaning to my life? Participants learn
about all relevant characteristics of a humanistic approach to life in six thematic sections.
More information: www.so-geht-humanismus.de

A great read “Stories about Epidemics and Vaccines”

ASUR’s president, Alexandru Toma Pătrașc, published his first book, “Stories about Epidemics
and Vaccines”. The book, which took many years to write and publish, was well received, and
was used in the promotion of the national vaccination campaign in Romania. To read more
about this, please scan the QR code.
https://humanitas.ro/humanitas/carte/povestiri-despre-epidemii-si-vaccinuri

Public discussion on Humanist issues
The Russian Humanist Society led a discussion between its
President Yaroslav Golovin and Christian publicist Sergei
Khudiyev. The discussion, about the foundations of morality
and the meaning of life, took place in October 2020, and was
open to the public. Another debate was held in June 2021,
this one titled Why Do I/ Don’t Believe in God. Both debates
are available on Youtube and can be found through the links
provided
the foundations of morality and the meaning of life.
https://youtu.be/daGaI161u0w https://youtu.be/Bn0oObd6YZw Debate: Why Do I / Don’t
Believe in God? (Sergey Khudiev vs. Yaroslav Golovin) held on June 26, 2021 https://youtu.be/
skABIGqjp3c
The organisation also held two extensive interviews about organized Humanism in Russia
with Valery Kuvakin and Yaroslav Golovin, which can be found here: neverie.ruhttps://neverie.
ru/interview/kuvakin/ https://neverie.ru/interview/golovin/
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A Humanist Podcast

During the lockdown ASUR launched The Good Life podcast, where they invited guests to talk
about how we can lead better lives while doing good for others. The podcast is available on
all major platforms and has its own website, which can be found here:
http://thegoodlife.ro/

Humanist Conversations and Exchange

The Malta Humanist Association produced the first season of their Youtube series,Humanist
Conversations. The series consists of 7 minute talks with local humanists in their areas of
expertise or in their daily activities. The success of Humanist Conversations led to the creation
of another Youtube series called Humanist Exchange, which tackles issues of secularisation
and reproductive health care.
You can find both these series on the MHA Youtube channel or by clicking here: https://www.
youtube.com/channel/UC8QFZNeaeTMg7Li4-OUBYmA/playlists
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HUMANIST EVENTS
Online Lectures

Because of the pandemic Humanist UK held their lectures online this year. Their Darwin Day
lecture did especially well with 3,000 people joining. The lecture was delivered by Dr. Oliver
Scotty Curry, and was part of the organisation’s commitment to keeping their events available
during the pandemic. The Rosalind Franklin lecture, delivered by Professor Sarah Gilbert, was
also very successful, with 2,000 people attending.

Rationality and Science

ASUR held their annual projects online last year as well. “The Rational Conference,” and
the “Bucharest Science Festival,” both took place online due to restrictions related to the
pandemic, but still attracted a national audience. The organisation found that this actually
helped attract a larger audience, and went forward with a hybrid version, allowing people to
take place both online and in-person.

Humanist Care

DeMens.nu celebrated their 50th birthday in 2020, and the pandemic let them to invest
even more in their role of Humanist moral counselling towards society at large and towards
their employees specifically. The theme of the year was “Humanist Care” and it became the
topic of focus in all their campaigns. The organisation developed protocols to protect their
employees, and to strengthen their resilience in maintaining their Humanist responsibilities
towards society at large.

Humanism Day

The Russian Humanist Society held their traditional Humanism Day online this year.
The event took place on June 20, 2021, and is still available to watch back online. To
watch this event, please click here: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLg-c3JPAigmKpM95bIwTRoWc4gqrPQuB
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